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Abstract—This work proposes an energy-efficient Directional
Modulation (DM) scheme for on-body Internet of Things (IoT)
devices. DM performance is tested using a 5-port stacked-patch
MIMO antenna under two scenarios: free space case and using a
four-layer human forearm phantom to simulate the user’s wrist.
It is demonstrated that the scheme achieves steerable secure
transmissions across the entire horizontal plane. With low Bit
Error Rate (BER) of 1.5 × 10−5 at the desired directions,
eavesdroppers experience a high error rate of up to 0.498.
Furthermore, this work investigates the DM performance using
a subset of the stacked patches in the MIMO antenna, revealing
that some combinations achieve a low BER performance using
a lower antenna profile, albeit high side-lobes of BER< 10−2

seen outside the desired region. Overall, the solution is proposed
as a good candidate to enable secure wireless communications
in emerging wearable IoT devices that are subject to size and
energy-constraints.

Index Terms—Physical layer security (PLS), directional modu-
lation (DM), MIMO antennas, wearable IoT devices, compact IoT
devices, on-body IoT systems, pattern reconfigurable antennas.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) technology is increasingly
shaping our daily-life, making IoT devices key enablers of
cutting-edge technologies like smart cities and healthcare
[1], [2]. On-body IoT devices such as wrist-worn devices
are becoming indispensable for many modern applications,
e.g. patient monitoring, in-hospital localization and tracking,
sports fitness and tracking, smart building monitoring [2], [3].
However, miniaturization, multi-functionality and low energy-
consumption capabilities are key design challenges in wearable
IoT devices; such characteristics limit implementation of more
traditional security methods for wearable IoT scenarios [3].

Physical Layer Security (PLS) is an emerging technique
proposed to enhance wireless transmissions by exploiting the
physical characteristics of the wireless channel. An example
of PLS solution is the Directional Modulation (DM) method,
which transmits intelligible modulation only in the direction
of the intended legitimate receiver [5], [6]. In state-of-the-art
it is executed using antenna arrays [7]–[9], which due to the
inter-element spacing, are too large for wearable IoT devices at
sub-6GHz bands. DM implementations using small antennas
are discussed in [10]–[12]. However, those implementations
require simultaneous port activation to realize DM, which is
still challenging for wearable IoT systems, as the necessary
number of active RF transceivers increases the cost and exac-
erbates the tight energy constraint of wearable technologies.

Single port DM implementations using time-modulated arrays
are proposed in [13], [14]; however, these methods are still
demanding for wearable IoT implementation due to switch
synchronization (which requires more computational power),
and larger space for antenna packaging. In our previous
work [15], we propose a single-port DM method relying on
switches but without the need for any specific sequence, i.e.
the switching can be controlled by a fully random mechanism,
independent from the transceiver. However, the method was
demonstrated using a 5-element circular array which still has
too large a profile and size for wearable devices.

In this work, we propose a single-port DM scheme for
on-body IoT devices. The system is tested using a four-
layer human forearm phantom and a 5-port stacked patch
antenna capable of unidirectional beamsteering around the
entire horizontal plane [12]. It is demonstrated that a low
Bit Error Rate (BER) of 1.5 × 10−5 is experienced by the
desired receiver, while a high error rate of up to 0.498 is
observed outside the desired regions. In addition, to allow
for advanced DM properties like multi-target transmissions,
subsets comprising different combinations of stacked-patches
of the investigated antenna are used for feasibility of multiport
DM with reduced number of RF transceivers. It is demon-
strated that DM transmissions can be realized using a lower
profile device, reduced number of ports and higher efficiency,
albeit for such a case the compromise requires side-lobes in
some directions.

II. SIMULATION SETUP

A. Antenna Configuration

To analyze the performance of the energy-efficient direc-
tional modulation scheme, a simulation setup comprising a
multimodal beamsteering stacked-patch antenna proposed in
[12] and a forearm phantom are used. For completeness,
the design is shown in Fig. 1a; it comprises three stacked
dielectric-loaded patches designed to operate at the center fre-
quency of 5GHz and fed using 5-ports to excite five different
orthogonal modes. The top patch has diameter D1 = 30.4mm
and is fed using P4 and P5 rotated by α1 = 45◦; such
arrangement excites two orthogonal TM21 modes. The middle
patch has diameter D2 = 34.6mm and is fed using P2 and P3
rotated by 30◦ to excite two orthogonal TM31 modes. Finally,
the bottom patch has the largest diameter, D3 = 78mm, and
is fed using P1 to generate a monopole-like TM02 mode. The
ports of the top and middle patches are fed with ±90◦ phase
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Fig. 1. Simulation setup to investigate the performance of the energy-efficient
DM in the user’s wrist scenario: (a) front and top views of the 5-port stacked
patch antenna [12]; (b) antenna integrated into a plastic housing in direct
contact with a four-layer human forearm phantom.
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Fig. 2. 3D phase patterns of all the modes excited by the antenna in Fig. 1a.
Note that each mode shows different phase variations around the horizontal
plane; this key property is exploited to enable beamforming characteristics
within a compact-wearable antenna.

shift between each respective patch pair, to ensure electric
field phase rotation around their perimeters. In this manner
the obtained modes (shown in Fig. 2), have a constant phase
for M1, dual phase-change in opposite directions for M4 and
M5, and triple phase-change also in opposite directions for
M2 and M3. To achieve unidirectional beamsteering around
the horizontal plane, the phase variations of the excited modes
are exploited to create constructive interference in the desired
directions around the same plane (xy−plane). To evaluate
the antenna performance on the user’s wrist, the antenna is
placed inside a plastic housing and a four-layer human forearm
phantom (comprising skin, fat, muscle and bone layers) of
200mm and width = 60mm is used. In all the following
results discussion, the scenario to evaluate the user’s wrist,
assumes that the antenna is placed against the skin layer (outer-
most layer) of the phantom as shown in Fig. 1b.

B. Signal Processing

The Directional Modulation (DM) scheme is proposed to
enable secure wireless transmissions in energy-constrained
wearable IoT systems. The scheme relies on switches in a
multiport antenna structure, requiring only a single active port
for transmission. It then uses phase compensations dependent
on the desired secure direction of the legitimate user, and a
random number n corresponding to the antenna port used for
signal transmission (see [15] for a detailed discussion of the
scheme). The method then offers several advantages compared
to [11], [12], e.g.: no excessive artificial noise is generated in
the directions where the illegitimate users are, which reduces
interference with legitimate users present in other systems.
Additionally, because only a single port activation is needed
at a time, the scheme allows for energy-saving when compared
to schemes with simultaneous RF transceivers activation.

The proposed implementation for on-body IoT devices is
shown in Fig. 3. Without loss of generality the scheme
is evaluated using Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK)
modulation, and the direction of the Legitimate User (LU) is
denoted ϕLU . In the initial stage a Random Number Generator
(RNG) is used for selection of the reference port. Next the
symbols to be transmitted using QPSK go through a phase
delay ∆ph(ϕLU , n); this allows to compensate for the phase
variations when switching between the remaining N − 1
ports of the wrist-wearable IoT device, while simultaneously
arbitrary phase changes are observed for receivers located
outside the desired secure direction. This makes it challenging
for the eavesdroppers to retrieve the transmitted data and is
highlighted in Fig. 3, where the DM transmissions can be
performed for any angle in the horizontal plane (xy−plane),
and is seen that the In-phase and Quadrature (IQ) constella-
tions are only decipherable at the desired ϕLU direction, while
distorted IQ patterns are observed in all other directions. To
verify the feasibility of the energy-efficient DM scheme for
wearable devices, numerical studies were conducted, with Bit
Error Rate (BER) calculations executed using 105 transmitted
symbols, 12 dB Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) added in the receiver and
assumed to be independent in each direction.

III. SIMULATIONS RESULTS

This Section presents the numerical results of the proposed
setups. The farfield results are obtained using CST Studio
Suite finite element method and the directional modulation
implementation is executed in MATLAB.

A. Energy-Efficient DM Performance

Fig. 4 shows the DM performance for free space case
(shown in solid lines) and including the forearm phantom
(shown in dashed lines). The configuration assumes that all
N = 5 modes/ports are available for DM transmissions; there-
fore, after the selection of the reference port for handshake,
any of the N − 1 remaining ports can be randomly selected
for data transmission. The performance is investigated for four
different legitimate user directions separated by 90◦ to scatter
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Fig. 3. Schematic outlining the DM implementation for on-body wrist-
wearable IoT devices. From the left it is seen that the DM symbol transmission
is executed using QPSK with phase compensation dependent on the direction
of the Legitimate User (LU) and the value of the Random Number Generator
(RNG). The method allows for distorted IQ constellations in all directions
except for ϕLU direction, as seen on the right side of the image.
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Fig. 4. BER calculations of the proposed single-active port energy-efficient
DM using 12 dB SNR for the antenna in free space (solid lines) and including
the forearm phantom (dashed lines) for different ϕLU directions.

across the entire horizontal plane: ϕLU = 45◦, 135◦, 225◦,
and 315◦. It can be seen that in both scenarios (free space and
user’s wrist) a unique secure steerable transmission is achieved
without leakage into undesired directions for all the four cases.
In detail, in both scenarios the LU experiences a very low
bit error rate (BER) of 1.5 × 10−5, while a high error rate
of 0.498 is observed outside the desired region. Moreover,
low beamwidths of 10◦ (for BER< 10−2) are observed in
all the four investigated transmission directions. It should be
noted however, that for some directions a second BER< 10−2

region is observed when the phantom effects are included.
This maybe attributed to pattern tilts due to the phantom
for those specific regions. Overall, the achieved results show
a very promising solution to enhance the communications
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Fig. 5. BER calculations for the simultaneous multiport activation DM [12],
using 12 dB SNR for the antenna in free space (solid lines) and including
the forearm phantom (dashed lines) for different ϕLU directions to cover the
entire horizontal plane: (a) DM implementation for N = 5 ports/modes; (b)
DM implemented for a subset formed only by P2, P3, P4 and P5 (N = 4);
and (c) free space normalized full-wave simulated patterns comparing the
beamsteering performance between N = 5 ports/modes and N = 4 subset
for ϕ = 45◦.

of wearable IoT devices, as such low BER performance is
realized using a single active port when compared to the
method presented in [12].

B. Energy Reduction Analysis for Multiport DM

Because the use of simultaneous multiport activation DM
schemes offer additional advantages such as multi-target DM
transmissions, we also investigate the feasibility of reducing



the number of ports required for DM transmissions on the
method discussed in [12]. The advantages is that multi-
ple simultaneous secure transmissions can be realized while
also allowing for lower energy consumption in resource-
constrained IoT devices. As the antenna consists of stacked
patches exciting different orthogonal radiating modes, subsets
formed by combinations of the three collocated patches are
analyzed to reduce the number of RF transceivers.

Fig. 5 shows the multiport activation DM performance in
free space and including the phantom when all five ports of
the antenna are active (Fig. 5b) and for the subset comprising
the top (TM21 modes, P4 and P5) and middle (TM31 modes,
P2 and P3) patches (Fig. 5b). The results highlight that in both
cases the the lowest BER is seen at the desired ϕLU directions.
For the case using N = 5 active ports a BER of 10−5 is
realized at ϕLU and the beamwidth with BER< 10−2 is around
32◦. The (TM21 + TM31) subset using N = 4 ports also
achieves BER of 10−5. However, outside the desired directions
a second region with BER< 10−2 is also observed for ϕLU =
45◦ and 315◦ cases. Even though these sidelobes are smaller
for the phantom case, they can be exploited by eavesdroppers
to partially retrieve the transmitted data; on the other hand,
its BER< 10−2 beamwidth in the ϕLU directions is narrower
(around 24◦). It should also be noted that the high sidelobes
of the (TM21 + TM31) subset are due to the beamsteering
performance of the configuration; this is seen in Fig. 5c, where
the beamsteering of the N = 5 configuration (using all 5
modes/ports) achieves lower sidelobes compared to the N = 4
subset (without the TM02) mode. Even though the mainbeam
is at the desired ϕ = 45◦ for N = 4 subset, it can be seen that
two sidelobes are also present around 115◦ and 335◦. Overall,
for a system comprised only by this subset (TM21 + TM31),
energy saving is possible by reducing the number of active
RF transceivers from N = 5 to N = 4. In addition the profile
of the antenna can be reduced to 0.12λ, which can lower the
height of the IoT device.

Fig. 6 shows the performance of the subsets comprising
the bottom and top patches (TM02 + TM21) or (P1, P4 and
P5) illustrated on Fig. 6a and the bottom and middle patches
(TM02 + TM31) or (P1, P2 and P3) seen in Fig. 6b, for both
the antenna in free space and including the forearm phantom.
First, for the TM02 + TM21 (Fig. 6a) configuration, the results
show that it produces two directions with BER smaller than
10−2. Note that one of the directions correspond to the desired
ϕLU angle, while the second one is seen at ϕLU + 180◦.
This is explained by the beamsteering performance of the
subset; as shown in Fig. 6c the configuration produces a bi-
directional pattern with the two mainbeams separated by 180◦.
Nevertheless, within the [0◦ − 180◦] region, the subset shows
only one low BER region (around 2.5 × 10−5), which is at
the desired ϕLU direction; outside of this region BER values
of 0.475 are observed for undesired users. This subset also
allows for antenna profile reduction to 0.12λ, with improved
efficiency and bandwidth. This is because the lowest efficiency
and the overlapping bandwidth for the three stacked-patches
(including all N = 5 ports/modes of the antenna) is limited
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Fig. 6. BER calculations using 12 dB SNR for the antenna in free space
(solid lines) and including the forearm phantom (dashed lines) for different
ϕLU directions to cover the entire horizontal plane: (a) DM implementation
using TM02 and TM21 combination; (b) DM implementation for a subset
formed only by the ports exciting TM02 and TM31 modes; and (c) free
space normalized full-wave simulated patterns comparing the beamsteering
performance between (TM02 + TM21) configuration and the (TM21 + TM31)
subset for ϕ = 45◦.

by the performance of the higher-order TM31 modes of the
middle patch [12]. Since, the TM31 modes are not included
in the above subset, performance improvements in terms of
efficiency and bandwidth are realized, albeit the ambiguities
in the DM performance (see Fig. 6a).

Fig. 6b shows the performance of the subset formed by
the TM02 and TM31 modes. It is seen that this subset has
the worst performance, because it produces three regions with



TABLE I
COMPARISONS OF THE DM PERFORMANCE FOR DIFFERENT INVESTIGATED ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS.

Antenna
Configuration Beam Pattern BER at ϕLU

Regions with
BER< 10−2

BER<
10−2

Antenna
Profile

Total efficiency
(5GHz)

P1, P2, P3, P4,
P5

Unidirectional
Low side-lobes

10−5 1 32◦ 0.19λ 49%

P2 P3, P4, P5
Unidirectional

High side-lobes
1.5× 10−5 2 24◦ 0.12λ 49%

P1, P4, P5 Bi-directional 2.5× 10−5 2 51◦ 0.12λ 87%

P1, P2, P3 Tri-directional 3.5× 10−5 3 27◦ 0.12λ 49%

BER< 10−2 in all the four investigated ϕLU directions, for
both scenarios: antenna in free space and with the human
forearm phantom. Low BER performance is also seen at the
desired receiver (ϕLU ) with values around 3.5×10−5; however
two other directions with low BER are also present during
the signal transmission and are located at ϕLU + 120◦ and
ϕLU+2×120◦ directions. Note that these angles are related to
the beamsteering performance of the configuration; as depicted
in Fig. 6c, compared to the subset comprising (TM02 + TM21),
this configuration produces three mainbeams across the entire
horizontal plane.

Lastly, Table I shows the multiport DM performance com-
parisons between the different configurations. Overall, it is
seen that the configuration using all the N = 5 modes/ports
offers a DM performance with low side-lobes levels and the
lowest BER values of 10−5; however it requires an antenna
profile of 0.19λ and has 49% total antenna efficiency. With
a trade-off on the number of regions with BER< 10−2 a
lower antenna profile is feasible using using N = 4 and
N = 3 configurations. The N = 4 subset offers better side
lobes levels and BER when compared to N = 3, however,
for applications requiring high antenna efficiency the N = 3
(TM02 + TM21) configuration offers better performance with
total efficiency of 87% and 0.12λ antenna profile.

IV. CONCLUSION

This work uses orthogonal radiating modes excited in a
stacked-patch configuration to achieve unidirectional beam-
steering across the entire horizontal plane. This performance
is exploited to realize directional modulation transmissions
requiring only a single-port activation at a time. It was demon-
strated that low BER performance of 1.5 × 10−5 is achieved
in the direction of the legitimate user, without leakage into
other undesired directions. Moreover, the work demonstrated
the use of different orthogonal modes to study the feasibility
of reduced number of RF transceivers in a multiport activation
DM system. The solution illustrated that albeit a side-lobe with
BER< 10−2, a steerable secure transmission can be realized
using a combination of TM02 and TM21 modes, with 87%
efficiency and a profile of 0.12λ.
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